Zinsser is still among us; in The Writer Who
Stayed, he applies his skills, and the art of the
essay, to past and modern eras alike.
This collection of just over a year’s worth of
weekly essays was originally published on the
American Scholar website. That column, Zinsser
on Friday, won the 2012 National Magazine
Award for Digital Commentary—just another
highlight of a long and storied career as a journalist and writer of nonfiction. Zinsser has written on a multitude of subjects, and The Writer
Who Stayed samples all of them as he muses
about writing, technology, travel, baseball, and
getting older.
Zinsser’s prose is masterful, perhaps more so
when he pulls back the curtain to give examples
of his favorite essays and explains why they’re
effective. His knowledge and experience of several walks of life comes to bear in his pointed
essays, delivered with the clever turns of phrase
that make his writing so enjoyable. In one
essay, he tells of the sheep that once roamed
Central Park and whose nighttime shelter was
later transformed into “a restaurant called The
Tavern on the Green, where a different kind of
sheep came to be fed.”
Zinsser shares his memories and opinions of
other bygone institutions, including, as he terms
it, “The Great American Songbook.” There are
elegiac descriptions of libraries and brief biographies of little-known figures from the past.
While some younger readers might not be interested in such topics, Zinsser’s writing provides
a critical link for them, and especially aspiring
writers, in areas of culture and literature that
might otherwise be forgotten. He lists travel
writers and memoirs that could serve as a “toread list” for readers interested in those genres,
and also writes about his role as a teacher and
mentor, “giving permission” to people who
think they need approval to be who they want
to be. “Nobody gave George Gershwin permission to write ‘Rhapsody in Blue’ at the age of 25,”

Zinsser reminds us. “Nobody gave Frank Lloyd
Wright permission to design a round museum.”
Summing up The Writer Who Stayed is as
simple as its range of topics is complex: glimpses
inside the mind of a fine writer with plenty to
say. On several occasions, Zinsser proclaims
his belief that writers and journalists should do
what they do because they enjoy it. This writer
obviously still enjoys writing, just as readers will
take pleasure in the fruits of his labor.
(November) Peter Dabbene

West of Eden: A Life in 21st Century
Los Angeles
Chuck Rosenthal
What Books Press
Softcover $18.00 (198pp)
978-0-9845782-8-3
Rosenthal’s latest book of magical journalism—
a term for writing that is “informed by ideas
that are impossible to believe and overdetermined by the conviction that those are the best
kind”—explores contemporary Los Angeles
and its neighborhoods with often irreverent wit.
Recurrent themes include the illusory nature of
Hollywood; life in Topanga Canyon; exchanges
with his daughter, who in this work, has
renamed herself Jesus; love for his partner, surrealist poet Diosa (Gail Wronsky); campus politics; and the ineptitude of students in a series of
satirical essays on the Jesuit University of La-La
Holy, which serve as interludes throughout the
book; the peculiarities of celebrity; and longstanding friendships.
Novelist, memoirist, National Book Award
nominee, and author of an earlier book of magical journalism (Are We Not There Yet? Travels
in Nepal, North India, and Bhutan), Rosenthal
is particularly gifted at creating a persona that
is unabashedly hyperbolic. Encounters with cultural icons, actors, and poets become a sendup

of eccentrics and narcissists. Ordinary activities,
from waiting in line at Trader Joe’s to dealing
with a property line dispute, reveal him as both
hapless bystander and clever social commentator. The best of these selections, including “My
Chicken, Obsidian” and “Ask the Dust,” layer
domestic concerns with a heightened reality and
emphasize the challenges of navigating vast yet
simultaneously too-close-for-comfort environs.
Less effective moments draw humor from
familiar academic complaints that are not exclusive to locale, including a false accusation by an
entitled student, general cluelessness—rendered
through circular conversations—and administrative cover-ups. Sexual candor and repeated
parallels with biblical stories may also raise
a few eyebrows. Still, there is little sense of ill
intent, and the author is just as likely to skewer
himself, often to strong effect.
West of Eden presents an inventive alternative to the limitations of “creative nonfiction.”
Recommended for fans of popular culture,
Angelinos, and readers who are open to the
idea of dispensing with concerns over objective
versus subjective truth, this book is a model in
brevity, exhibiting cheeky wisdom and unexpected tenderness in the midst of absurdity.
(October) Karen Rigby

• Family & Relationships
Grandmother Power: A Global
Phenomenon
Paola Gianturco
powerHouse Books
Hardcover $49.95 (256pp)
978-1-57687-611-4
978-1-57687-627-5 ebook
Author and documentary photographer Paola
Gianturco’s Grandmother Power celebrates a
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newly formalized global phenomenon: inspired
by love and compassion, strong and courageous
grandmothers are creating a worldwide movement to ensure peace, justice, human rights,
healthful living conditions, and education for
their grandchildren. Gianturco’s newest work,
with its 225 full-color photographs and moving
stories, reveals what she declares to be “the first
time in history that grandmothers have campaigned universally and vigorously for political,
economic, and social change.”
Today’s grandmothers, representatives of
the baby-boom generation, are doing what they
have always done: working to make the world
a better place. And they have the numbers to
make a difference; Gianturco writes that there
are currently “more grandmothers on the planet
than at any other time in history.” In the United
States alone, there are currently thirty-eight
million, and it is estimated that by 2015 there
will be forty-two million—and, for the most
part, these grandmothers are in good health,
monetarily better off, and more youthful than
ever before. Some are taking their place on the
world stage—Gianturco cites the winner of the
2011 Nobel Peace Prize, Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf, a
grandmother of eight, who is now President of
Liberia; Michelle Bachelet, grandmother of two,
who was President of Chile and now leads UN
Women; and others. But they are not the focus
of Gianturco’s work; instead, she highlights 120
activist grandmothers from fifteen countries—
ordinary women like Kamla Devi of India, who
said, “We shouldn’t wait for someone else to
help; we should do something.”
Her interviews with these women, done
between 2009 and 2011, reveal a growing
movement that has arisen spontaneously on
five continents and is magnifying its power by
joining hands and hearts across the globe. In
Canada, 245 groups have raised thirteen million dollars to help grandmothers from fifteen
African countries to raise and care for HIV/
AIDS orphans. Gianturco’s interviews also
document the work of Argentine grandmothers still searching for their grandchildren who
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were given to others after their parents were
tortured and murdered during the nation’s
brutal military dictatorship; how hundreds
of grandmothers in India have learned solar
engineering to bring light to their villages;
how the International Council of Thirteen
Indigenous Grandmothers travels the world to
perform healing ceremonies; how courageous
Israeli grandmothers are monitoring checkpoints and reporting abuses; how, in Senegal,
tradition-breaking grandmothers are working
to put an end to female genital mutilation; and
how, in the United States, the Raging Grannies
perform at demonstrations to shake citizens
from complacency.
Grandmother Power is a beautiful and inspiring book that belongs in all schools, libraries,
and on coffee tables across the nation; it would
make a treasured gift for all who have a vision for
global justice, and especially for those who are
grandmothers. All royalties from the book will
be donated to the Stephen Lewis Foundation’s
Grandmothers to Grandmothers Campaign.
Paola Gianturco is a grandmother and
author of several books, including Women Who
Light the Dark, Viva Colores! A Salute to the
Indomitable People of Guatemala, Celebrating
Women, and In Her Hands: Craftswomen
Changing the World. Her work has been exhibited at the headquarters of UNESCO in Paris
and the United Nations in New York, Chicago’s
Field Museum, San Francisco’s International
Museum of Women, and many other venues.
(October) Kristine Morris

• History
Native Performers in Wild West
Shows: From Buffalo Bill to
Euro Disney
Linda Scarangella McNenley
University of Oklahoma Press
Hardcover $34.95 (280pp)
978-0-8061-4281-4

Thousands of spectators around the world
enjoyed the exciting performances of Native
Americans dressed in authentic-looking garb
at popular Wild West shows during their
thirty-year reign, from the late 1800s to the
early 1900s.
But few in the stands actually knew who
these real characters were, or the stories of how
they arrived in these stadiums. Wild West shows
catered to the curious in American cities who
had only read about the West and to those on
different continents eager to catch a glimpse of
this rough, untamed culture. Entrepreneurs,
such as Buffalo Bill Cody and the Miller
Brothers, gave these audiences what they
wanted and did so with the assistance of Native
Americans as fully costumed, paid performers.
In this scholarly study, the author ferrets
out obscure information from archival sources,
newspapers, programs, and even passports,
about the performers, their world, and the reasons that brought them to this realm of traveling entertainment.
McNenley, a doctoral lecturer in anthropology at the University of Toronto, traces
the cultural evolution of these shows to their
current stage, the Wild West Show at Euro
Disney, near Paris. The chapters address the
family lives of the performers as they toured
the world, the financial hurdles of operating
such a massive entertainment enterprise, and
the challenges of finding a cultural balance
that portrayed conflicts of westward expansion but also showed Native American life in
a compassionate way.
The text deals extensively with the cultural issues generated by these shows during
the early years, including the argument by
government agents that negative stereotypes
were being perpetuated and that Native performers were at risk of remaining “savages” by
continuing in their old ways. The performers
argued that these shows were a way out of the
confines of their low-income reservations,
allowing them to experience firsthand other
cultures and to live independently.
Today, McNenley finds that the Native
American image at Euro Disney “perpetuates
stereotyped and ‘Disneyfied’ understandings of
westernness and Nativeness in its reproduction
of the American frontier, but Native performers
are also active agents with their own agendas
and intentions.”
Some of the more scholarly terminology may be daunting to the average reader.
“Transculturation,” for example, is a reference to
the “process of negotiation and incorporation”
by Native performers interacting with the dominant, mainstream culture.
The book’s text is heavily footnoted, with
more than thirty pages of source material and
numerous archival photos, plus thirteen pages of
citations of publications and scholarly works.
(October) Karl Kunkel

